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Exploring the World Map

The children shared their knowledge of the countries with each other. They
had a lot of questions to ask. Why are there different shapes? Why are there
different colours on the map? Some children recognised Australia on the map.
Some pointed out to the black equator line saying it is the hottest place in the
world.















Sorting Flags

The children began sorting the flags according to their colour and shape. There
was little difference in some of the flags. Some lines were vertical and some
were horizontal. Once the children spotted the difference, it was easier for
them to categorise the flags according to the pattern.















Making Connections

One of the children had offered to bring the flag poster to the class. Once the
children had sorted the flags they went back to the flag poster and began to
compare and read which country’s flag it was.





















How Does a Country Look

What understanding did the children have of a country? The children drew big
circles and inside the big circle were tiny circles which represented different
countries. These countries had the names of the places that the children might
have visited or have heard of.















Comparing Currencies

One of the many characteristics of countries is money. We asked the children
to bring money from different countries that they might have visited. This
generated many discussions regarding the symbols on money. There were
coins and notes with numbers and pictures on them. The children began
comparing the currencies.



















Making their own Flags

What is in a flag? A flag is one of the most important symbols of a country.
The children discussed and understood that we cannot change the pattern on a
flag. We decided to make our own class flag. We can make our individual flags
but there can be only one class flag like a country has one flag.
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